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General Steady-State Analysis and Control Principle
of Electric Springs With Active and Reactive
Power Compensations
Siew-Chong Tan, Senior Member, IEEE, Chi Kwan Lee, Member, IEEE, and S. Y. (Ron) Hui, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—This paper provides a general analysis on the steady-
state behavior and control principles of a recently proposed con-
cept of “electric springs” that can be integrated into electrical
appliances to become a new generation of smart loads. The dis-
cussion here is focused on how different real and/or reactive load
powers can be canceled or altered using the electric springs. Math-
ematical derivations supporting the theoretical framework of the
concept are detailed in the paper. Experimental results validate the
theoretical discussions and solutions proposed. It is demonstrated
that the electric spring is capable of providing different types of
power/voltage compensations to the load and the source.
Index Terms—Distributed power systems, power compensation,
power electronics, smart grid, smart load, stability.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH many countries worldwide determined to decar-bonize electric power generation within the next few
decades [1]–[3], new concerns about power system stability
have arisen from the increasing use of intermittent renewable
energy sources. Due to the distributed and intermittent nature of
renewable energy sources, such as wind and solar energy, power
companies will find it impossible to instantaneously predict and
control the total power generation in the entire power grid. Fu-
ture smart grid requires a new control paradigm that the load
demand should follow power generation [4]–[6], which is just
opposite to existing control method of power generation fol-
lowing load demand. Demand-side management has therefore
become an important topic in smart grid research.
Recently, various methods have been proposed for demand-
side management. Examples are: 1) scheduling of delay-tolerant
power demand tasks [7]–[9]; 2) real-time pricing [10]–[12];
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Fig. 1. Overview of an ES embedded in a smart load.
3) use of energy storage to alleviate peak demands [13]; and
4) direct load control or on–off control of smart loads [14]–
[16]. Methods 1) and 2) can be used for reducing peak load
demand in predictable situation, but they are not suitable for
balancing power generation and demand in real time. The energy
storage method is an effective solution to reduce the difference
between power generation and demand, but is considered to be
an expensive option [17]. Method 4) can modulate the power
demand in real time, but the on/off control of electric appliances
may be intrusive to the consumer applications.
Power electronics, being an enabling technology, can offer
new solutions to the stability control of future smart grid with
substantial penetration of distributed and intermittent renewable
energy generation. Based on the three-century old Hooke’s law
for mechanical springs [18], electric springs (ESs) have recently
been proposed and successfully developed as a new smart grid
technology for stability control in power grid and for achiev-
ing the new control paradigm of load demand following power
generation. The initial concept of the ESs for reactive power
compensation has been described in [19] and [20]. However,
further research has indicated that the full potential of ESs has
not been explored. In this paper, a steady-state analysis and
control principle of ESs for both active and reactive power com-
pensations are presented. A range of active and reactive power
compensation modes for typical loads of resistive, inductive,
and/or capacitive nature which ESs can support are described.
These compensation modes of the ES have been practically
verified with experimental prototypes.
II. ES IN A SMART LOAD
A. Basic Principles
Fig. 1 shows an overview of the concept of smart load that
comprises an ES and the actual load Z. The ES is a power
electronic interface that generates an ac voltage profile ves(t)
to act as a series compensator to modify the applied voltage of
0885-8993/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
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the actual load vo(t), thus directly affecting the composition of
real and reactive powers flowing to the load. It can be embedded
in electric appliances, forming a new generation of smart loads
adaptive to the power grid. When massively distributed over the
power grid, they could provide highly distributed and robust
support for the smart grid, similar to the arrays of mechanical
springs supporting the mattress.
The smart load is connected to an ac power source with vs(t),
which may represent a strong or a weak power source on a grid
network with or without transmission impedance. In this study,
we adopt the general assumption that both the power source
and the load are capable of bidirectional power flow, meaning
that they can both act as power source (negative resistive) or
power sink (resistive). The instantaneous voltage equation of
this system is
vs(t) = vo(t) + ves(t). (1)
By taking vs(t) as the reference and considering only the steady-
state ac-sinusoidally varying behavior of the system where
vs(t) =
√
2|Vs | sin(ωt), the equation can be expressed as
|Vs | sin(ωt) = |Vo | sin(ωt + θV ) + |Ves | sin(ωt + ϕV ). (2)
Here, |Vs |, |Vo |, and |Ves | are the root-mean-square values of
vs(t), vo(t), and ves(t), respectively, ω is the frequency of the
ac sinusoidal variation, and θV and ϕV are, respectively, the
displacement angles of the output and ES voltages, of which
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 < θV < +
π
2
; −π
2
< ϕV < 0 if load is inductive
−π
2
< θV < 0; 0 < ϕV < +
π
2
if load is capacitive
θV = 0; ϕV = 0 if both load and ES are resistive
θV = 0; ϕV = −π if load is resistive and
ES is negative resistive
θV = −π; ϕV = 0 if load is negative resistive and
ES is resistive
θV = −π; ϕV = −π if both load and
ES are negative resistive.
(3)
In the phasor form
|Vs |∠0◦ = |Vo |∠θV + |Ves |∠ϕV . (4)
Since the power and load elements are connected in series, the
same instantaneous current is(t) flows through all the elements.
In phasor form, the steady-state ac characteristic of this current
can be written as |Is |∠θI , where θI is the displacement angle
of the current with reference to |Vs |∠0◦, of which
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
−π
2
≤ θI < 0 if source power is inductive
0 < θI ≤ +π2 if source power is capacitive
θI = 0 if source power is resistive
θI = −π if source is negative resistive.
(5)
Then, in phasor form, the steady-state ac complex power flow
of the system is
{ |Ss |∠φS = |So |∠θS + |Ses |∠ϕS (6)
where |Ss |, |So |, and |Ses | are the magnitudes of the complex
power of the power source, the load, and the ES, respectively,
and φS , θS , and ϕS are the displacement angles of the respective
powers with reference to |Vs |∠0. Each of the these components
can be expressed in terms of their voltages and currents as
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
|Ss |∠φS = |Vs |∠0◦ · |Is |∠− θI
= |Vs ||Is |∠− θI
|So |∠θS = |Vo |∠θV · |Is |∠− θI
= |Vo ||Is |∠ (θV − θI )
|Ses |∠ϕS = |Ves |∠ϕV · |Is |∠− θI
= |Ves ||Is |∠ (ϕV − θI )
(7)
and they can be decomposed into their real power and reactive
power components as
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩
|Ss |∠φS = ±Ps ± jQs
|So |∠θS = ±Po ± jQo
|Ses |∠ϕS = ±Pes ± jQes
(8)
where
{±Ps = ±Po ± Pes
±Qs = ±Qo ±Qes.
(9)
For a typical load Z of the following types: resistor R, resistor
and inductor RL, or resistor and capacitor RC, there are eight
possible types of power (voltage) compensation which the ES
can support, namely:
1) inductive power (+jQes) compensation;
2) capacitive power (−jQes) compensation;
3) positive real power (+Pes) compensation;
4) negative real power (−Pes) compensation;
5) inductive plus positive real power (+jQes + Pes)
compensation;
6) inductive plus negative real power (+jQes − Pes)
compensation;
7) capacitive plus positive real power (−jQes + Pes)
compensation;
8) capacitive plus negative real power (−jQes − Pes)
compensation.
In the case of inductive power compensation, the ES emulates
the characteristic of an inductor such that it has an inductive volt-
age drop and it introduces an inductive load power component
into the system. The same analogy applies to capacitive power
compensation. For positive and negative real power compensa-
tions, the ES behaves, respectively, as a positive load resistor
(real power sink) that absorbs and negative load resistor (real
power source) that injects real power into the system. For induc-
tive plus positive or negative real power compensation, the ES
emulates an inductor with, respectively, a positive or a negative
resistor. The same analogy applies to the remaining types of
power compensation. A vectorial illustration of the three power
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Fig. 2. Vectorial illustration of the three power quantities for different cases of
power compensation. (a) Inductive, (b) capacitive, (c) positive real, (d) negative
real, (e) inductive plus positive real, (f) inductive plus negative real, (g) capac-
itive plus positive real, and (h) capacitive plus negative real power (voltage)
compensations.
quantities for the eight possible types of power compensation
described previously is depicted in Fig. 2(a)–(h).
B. ES For Power and Voltage Compensations
The ES is placed between the power source and the load and it
can cushion either a real (±Pes) and/or reactive power (±jQes)
difference between the power source and the load. In doing so,
power matching between source and load is possible and in terms
of a power grid network, better voltage stability and regulation
could be achieved. Since the same current flows through the
three elements, power change is controlled by changing the
voltage of ES, which will subsequently change the current and
hence the power, as will be explained in the following.
Consider the circuit in Fig. 1. For any load with impedance
|Z|∠θZ = R + jX , the real and reactive powers can be ex-
pressed as
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
Po =
[|Vo | cos θV )]2
R
Qo =
[|Vo | sin θV )]2
X
.
(10)
By considering the Euclidean of the rearrangement of (4) and
substituting it into (10), we have
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
Po =
[‖|Vs |∠0◦ − |Ves |∠ϕV ‖ cos θV )]2
R
Qo =
[‖|Vs |∠0◦ − |Ves |∠ϕV ‖ sin θV )]2
X
.
(11)
As seen from the equation, both the real and reactive powers of
the load are affected by |Ves | and ϕV of the ES. On the other
hand, in changing |Ves | and ϕV , the complex power of the ES
is also affected, since
{
Pes = |Ves ||Is | cos (ϕV − θI )
Qes = |Ves ||Is | sin (ϕV − θI ) .
(12)
This affects the overall power flow from the power source since
from (9), we have
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
Ps ≡ |Vs‖Is | cos(−θI )
= |Vo‖Is | cos (θV − θI ) + |Ves‖Is | cos (ϕV − θI )
Qs ≡ |Vs‖Is | sin(−θI )
= |Vo‖Is | sin (θV − θI ) + |Ves‖Is | sin (ϕV − θI ) .
(13)
From the aforementioned discussion, it is obvious that the con-
trol of the power flow of each element can be equivalently
performed by controlling the voltage drop across the particular
element, and vice versa.
Moreover, from (13), the real power of the load is
Po = |Vo‖Is | cos (θV − θI )
= |Vs‖Is | cos(−θI )− |Ves‖Is | cos (ϕV − θI ) (14)
where
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Po > Ps when cos(ϕV − θI ) = −ve
i.e., π
2
< |ϕV − θI | ≤ π
Po < Ps when cos(ϕV − θI ) = +ve
i.e., 0 ≤ |ϕV − θI | < π2
Po = Ps when cos(ϕV − θI ) = 0
i.e., |ϕV − θI | = π2
(15)
and the reactive power is
Qo = |Vo‖Is | sin (θV − θI )
= |Vs‖Is | sin(−θI )− |Ves‖Is | sin (ϕV − θI ) (16)
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where
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Qo > Qs when sin(ϕV − θI ) = −ve
i.e., − π < ϕV − θI < 0
Qo < Qs when sin(ϕV − θI ) = +ve
i.e., 0 < ϕV − θI < π
Qo = Qs when sin(ϕV − θI ) = 0
i.e., |ϕV − θI | = 0 or π.
(17)
Real and reactive power compensations are achievable by con-
trolling |Ves | and ϕV of the ES. From the equations, a change
in |Ves | or ϕV will simultaneously affect both the real and re-
active power compensations. In other words, both these vari-
ables are mutually coupled to both real and reactive power
compensations.
III. STEADY-STATE POWER ANALYSIS OF THE ES
A. Real and Reactive Power Compensations by the ES in a
Grid Delivering Only Real Power
For a grid where the power source delivers only real power,
the current is in phase with the voltage. The ES described here
provides reactive power compensation to cancel out the reactive
power of the load |Z|∠θZ = R + jX and at the same time is
capable of providing positive or negative real power compensa-
tions to the load without actually changing the load impedance.
1) Real Power Compensation: Assuming that the power
source is delivering only real power to the load such that θI = 0,
i.e., Qs = 0, and that the load is a real power load such that
θV = 0, i.e., Qo = 0, then (13) can be simplified as
{ |Vs | = |Vo |+ |Ves | cosϕV
ϕV = 0 or π.
(18)
If ϕV = 0, then |Vs | = |Vo |+ |Ves |. The real power delivered
by the power source Ps is distributed between the load and the
ES based on the voltage divider rule Pe sPo =
|Ve s |
|Vo | . The ES acts as
a power sink. For any desired load power Po < Ps , the current
and voltage of the ES can be expressed as
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩
|Is |∠θI =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
Po
R
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠0
|Ves |∠ϕV = |Vs | − |Is |R∠0.
(19)
If ϕV = π, then |Vs |+ |Ves | = |Vo |. The total real power of
the power source and the ES is delivered to the load based on
the ratio Pe sPs =
|Ve s |
|Vs | . The ES acts as a power source. For any
desired load power Po > Ps , the current and voltage of the ES
can be expressed as
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩
|Is |∠θI =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
Po
R
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠0
|Ves |∠ϕV = |Is |R− |Vs |∠π.
(20)
2) Reactive Power Compensation: Assuming that the power
source is delivering only real power to the load such that θI = 0,
i.e., Qs = 0, and that the reactive power of the load is fully
I1
|Ss1|= |Vs|·|Is1|
Ps1
Qs1
I2
|Ss2|= |Vs|·|Is2|
Qs2
Ps2
Fig. 3. Illustration of complex power compensation by the ES.
compensated by the ES, i.e., Qo = −Qes , then (13) can be
simplified as
{ |Vs | = |Vo | cos θV + |Ves | cosϕV
|Ves | sinϕV = −|Vo | sin θV .
(21)
Full reactive power compensation of the load by the ES is
achieved when |Ves | sinϕV = −|Vo | sin θV . A pure reactive
(inductive or capacitive) compensation occurs if ϕV = ± π2 ,
which makes the real power component of the ES equivalent
to |Ves‖Is | cos± π2 = 0. In other words, the power source will
deliver a real power of Ps = |Vs‖Is | to the load. The ES does
not draw additional real power. Here, the current and voltage of
the ES is
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩
|Is |∠θI = |Vs |
R
∠0
|Ves |∠θV = X|Is |∠π2 .
(22)
On the other hand, by setting a different |Ves | and phase angle
ϕV where ϕV = ± π2 , reactive power compensation of the load
can still be met by complying the same equation. However, since
cosϕV = 0, a real power of Pes will either be injected into
(when cosϕV = −ve, i.e., π2 < |ϕV | ≤ π) or absorbed from
the grid (when cosϕV = +ve, i.e., 0 < |ϕV | < π2 ) by the ES.
This is the reactive plus real (complex) power compensation
mentioned in the previous section. Here, the current and voltage
of the ES are
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩
|Is |∠θI = (1−
P e s
P o )|Vs |
R ∠0
|Ves |∠θV =
∣
∣
∣
√
P 2e s +Q 2e s
∣
∣
∣
|Is | ∠ arctan
(
Qes
Pes
)
.
(23)
B. Real and Reactive Power Compensations by the ES in a
Grid Absorbing/Delivering Complex Power
Assume that the power source is absorbing or delivering com-
plex power from or to the load and that the ES can provide
the load with real, reactive, and complex power compensations
without changing the load impedance.
1) Complex Power Compensation: Fig. 3 shows the vec-
tors of the power source for complex load power compensation
where the real and reactive powers are changed from Ps1 and
Qs1 (without ES) to Ps2 and Qs2 (with ES introducing a com-
plex power of Pes + jQes) by adjusting the amplitude of the
ES’s voltage from 0 V to |Ves |∠ϕV , of which the current flow
changes subsequently from |Is1 |∠θI1 to |Is2 |∠θI2 .
The complex power of the source without ES, which is equiv-
alently the complex power of the load, i.e., |Ss1 |∠(−θI1) =
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|So1 |∠(θV − θI1), is
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
Ps1 = Po1 = |Vo1‖Is1 | cos(θV 1 − θI1)
= |Vs‖Is1 | cos(−θI1)
Qs2 = Qo1 = |Vo1‖Is1 | sin(θV 1 − θI1)
= |Vs‖Is1 | sin(−θI1)
(24)
where the load voltage, current, and impedance are
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
|Vo1 |∠θV 1 = |Vs |∠0
|Is1 |∠θI1 =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
P 2s1 + Q
2
s1
|Vs |
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠− arctan
(
Qs1
Ps1
)
|Z|∠θZ =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
|Vs |2
√
P 2s1 + Q
2
s1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠ arctan
(
Qs1
Ps1
)
.
(25)
With the introduction of ES and without changing the load
impedance, the complex power of the source is changed to
|Ss2 |∠(−θI2), where the current is
|Is2 |∠θI2 =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
P 2s2 + Q
2
s2
|Vs |
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠− arctan
(
Qs2
Ps2
)
. (26)
The complex power of the load is correspondingly changed to
|So2 |∠(θV 2 − θI2), which can be expressed as
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Po2 = |Is2 |2 |Z| cos(θZ )
=
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
P 2s2 + Q
2
s2√
P 2s1 + Q
2
s1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
cos
[
arctan
(
Qs1
Ps1
)]
Qo2 = |Is2 |2 |Z| sin(θZ )
=
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
P 2s2 + Q
2
s2√
P 2s1 + Q
2
s1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
sin
[
arctan
(
Qs1
Ps1
)]
(27)
where the load voltage is
|Vo2 |∠θV 2 = |So2 ||Is2 |∠(θV 2 − θI2) + θI2)
= |Vs |
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
P 2s2 + Q
2
s2
P 2s1 + Q
2
s1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠
[
arctan
(
Qs1
Ps1
)
−arctan
(
Qs2
Ps2
)]
.
(28)
From (4), we have
|Ves |∠ϕV = |Vs |∠0− |Vo2 |∠θV 2 . (29)
Equations (28) and (29) give the solution to Ves and ϕV for the
change of real and reactive powers of the source from Ps1 and
Qs1 (without ES) to Ps2 and Qs2 (with ES). In this process,
the ES will be introducing a complex power of Ses = Pes +
jQes = |Ves‖Is2 |∠ (ϕV − θI2).
2) Real Power Compensation: Fig. 4 shows the vectors of
the power source for a real power compensation operation,
where the real power is changed from Ps1 (without ES) to Ps2
(with ES), while the reactive power Qs is maintained constant
by changing the ES’s voltage from 0 V to |Ves |∠ϕV .
I1
|Ss1|= |Vs|·|Is1|
Ps1
QsI2
|Ss2|= |Vs|·|Is2|
Qs
Ps2
Fig. 4. Illustration of real power compensation by the ES.
I1
|Ss1|= |Vs|·|Is1|
Ps
Qs1
I2
|Ss2|= |Vs|·|Is2|
Qs2
Ps
Fig. 5. Illustration of reactive power compensation by the ES.
By substituting Qs1 = Qs2 = Qs into (26) and (28), which,
respectively, gives
|Is2 |∠θI2 =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
P 2s2 + Q2s
|Vs |
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠− arctan
(
Qs
Ps2
)
(30)
and
|Vo2 |∠θV 2
= |Vs |
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
P 2s2 + Q2s
P 2s1 + Q2s
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠
[
arctan
(
Qs
Ps1
)
− arctan
(
Qs
Ps2
)]
(31)
the solution of Ves∠ϕV can be found from (29).
3) Reactive Power Compensation: Fig. 5 shows the vectors
of the power source for a reactive power compensation opera-
tion, where the reactive power is changed from Qs1 (without
ES) to Qs2 (with ES), while the real power Ps is maintained
constant by changing the ES’s voltage from 0 V to |Ves |∠ϕV .
By substituting Ps1 = Ps2 = Ps into (26) and (28), which,
respectively, gives
|Is2 |∠θI2 =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
P 2s + Q2s2
|Vs |
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠− arctan
(
Qs2
Ps
)
(32)
and
|Vo2 |∠θV 2 =
|Vs |
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
P 2s + Q2s2
P 2s + Q2s1
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠
[
arctan
(
Qs1
Ps
)
− arctan
(
Qs2
Ps
)]
(33)
the solution of Ves∠ϕV can be found from (29).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
Fig. 6 shows overview of the experimental setup testing the
steady-state characteristic of the ES concept in a smart load. The
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C2
Lo
Co
Vs 0
Bypass 
Switch
Vo θV
IS θI
+
C1
VBattery
S1S2
+
VBattery
Ves ϕV
Smart Load
Controller
Z θZ
Fig. 6. Overview of the experimental setup testing the steady-state character-
istic of the ES.
TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Description Parameter Nominal Value
Power source Vs 110 Vrms, 60 Hz
Resistive: 55 Ω,
Load Z Inductive: 56 + j40 Ω,
Capacitive: 52− j38 Ω
Battery voltage VBattery 240 V, 5 AH lead-acid
MOSFET switches S1, S2 IRFP31N50L
Storage capacitors C1 and C2 3000 µF
Filter inductor Lo 500 µH
Filter capacitor Co 13.2 µF
Switching frequency fS 20 kHz
ES adopted in this experiment is a single-phase half-bridge in-
verter with two sets of batteries, each 240 V, used as its dc input
voltage source. With a bypassed switch connected in parallel
to the inverter, the ES can be easily deactivated by turning ON
the switch whenever no power/voltage compensation is needed.
Here, the batteries are required for real power compensation of
which when the ES operates as a positive load, the batteries
are charged and as a negative load, the batteries are discharged.
Alternatively, the batteries can be replaced by other types of
bidirectional dc voltage source or a dc/ac bi-directional power
converter of which the ac side is connected to the power grid.
With this arrangement, the real power absorbed by the ES is
returned to the power grid through the dc/ac bidirectional power
converter and conversely real power that is released by the ES is
collected from the power grid. Hence, if the control objective is
to alter the overall real power consumption of the load through
the storage capability of the ES, the use of a dc/ac bidirectional
power converter as a replacement for battery will not be appro-
priate. On the other hand, if only reactive power compensation
is required, as illustrated in [20], the bidirectional voltage source
or storage will not be required. Here, the controller used is an
NI embedded controller with SPWM control. Table I gives the
specifications of the setup. Six experiments are performed to
validate the various aspects of the ES’s characteristics.
B. Part One—Real and Reactive Power Compensations by the
ES in a Grid Delivering Only Real Power
For the experiments conducted in part one, the ES serves to
provide reactive and/or real power compensations in the condi-
tion that the power source is always operating at near unit power
factor (PF), i.e., the grid is providing only real power.
Fig. 7. Captured waveforms and data of the system with a capacitive plus
resistive load of Z = 52 − j38 Ω (a) without the ES and (b) with ES for unity
power compensation.
1) Inductive Power Compensation: The objectives of this
experiment are to verify the use of the ES in providing a pure
inductive power compensation to the load such that the grid
delivers only real power and to validate (21) and (22). From
hereon, the power source used is Vs = 110∠0◦ V at 60 Hz.
Here, the load is a capacitive plus resistive load of Z = 52−
j38 = 64.4∠− 36.16◦ Ω, which means that without the ES,
the complex, reactive, and real powers of the load are |So | =
187.9 VA, Po = 151.7 W, and Qo = −110.9 VAr, respectively,
and the PF is 0.807 leading.
For the case of pure inductive compensation where ϕV =
+ π2 , the voltage of ES can be set following (22) as
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩
|Is |∠θI = |Vs |
R
∠0 = 2∠0◦A
|Ves |∠θV = X|Is |∠π2 = 76∠90
◦A.
(34)
This will translate (21) to
{
VR = |Vo | cos θV ∠0 = |Vs |∠0◦ V
VC = |Vo | sin θV ∠− π2 = 76∠− 90
◦ V.
(35)
Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows the captured waveforms and data
(measured using a power meter) of the system for, respectively,
the operation without the ES and with the ES. From Fig. 7(a),
without the ES in operation, the voltage Vs is applied entirely on
the load where the current Is = 1.696 A leads Vs . The voltage
across the capacitive component of the load is VC = 64.6 V and
the resistive component is VR = 88.4 V (voltages of ES and
loads in all the experiments are measured using voltmeters for
better accuracy). From the power meter, the reactive, real, and
complex powers delivered by the power source (equivalently
the power of the load) are, respectively, Ps = Po = 151.02 W,
Qs = Qo = −109.34 VAr, and Ss = So = 186.45 VA. The PF
is 0.809 leading. This is similar to what was obtained in the
calculation.
From Fig. 7(b), with the ES introducing a voltage of Ves =
75.9∠90◦ V that is in antiphase with the capacitive load voltage
of VC = 76∠− 90◦ V, the resistive load voltage is almost equiv-
alent to the applied voltage, i.e., VR = 104.4 V. The power de-
livered by the system is mainly of real power of Ps = 218.88 W
and with a very small capacitive power of Qs = −6.20 VAr.
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Fig. 8. Captured waveforms and data of the system with an inductive plus
resistive load Z = 56 + j40 Ω (a) without the ES and (b) with ES for unity
power compensation.
The PF is corrected to 0.999 leading. The real and reactive pow-
ers of the load are Po = V
2
R
R =
104.42
52 = 209.6 W and Qo =
−V 2cX = − 76
2
38 = −152 VAr. The power of ES is mainly reac-
tive with Qes = Qs −Qo = 145.8 VAr and Pes = Ps − Po =
9.28 W. With the ES, the current is increased to Is = 1.99 A
and it is in phase with Vs . The results are in good agreement
with that obtained from (34) and (35).
2) Capacitive Power Compensation: In this experiment, the
load is an inductive plus resistive load of Z = 56 + j40 =
68.8∠35.53◦ Ω, which means that without the ES, the complex,
reactive, and real powers of the load are |So | = 175.87 VA,
Po = 143.13 W, and Qo = 102.2 VAr, and the PF is 0.814
lagging.
For the case of pure capacitive compensation where ϕV =
− π2 , the voltage of ES can be set following (22) as
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩
|Is |∠θI = |Vs |
R
∠0 = 2∠0◦A
|Ves |∠θV = X|Is |∠− π2 = 80∠− 90
◦ A.
(36)
This will translate (21) to
{
VR = |Vo | cos θV ∠0 = |Vs |∠0◦V
VL = |Vo | sin θV ∠π2 = 80 ∠90
◦ V.
(37)
Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows the captured waveforms and data of
the system for, respectively, the operation without the ES and
with the ES. From Fig. 8(a), without the ES in operation, the
voltage Vs is applied entirely on the load where the current
Is = 1.5998 A lags Vs . The voltage across the inductive com-
ponent of the load is VL = 64.3 V and the resistive component is
VR = 83.5 V. The reactive, real, and complex powers delivered
by the power source (equivalently the power of the load) are, re-
spectively, Ps = Po = 142.75 W, Qs = Qo = 102.56 VAr, and
Ss = So = 175.78 VA. The PF is 0.812 lagging. This is similar
to what was obtained in the calculation.
From Fig. 8(b), with the ES introducing a voltage of Ves =
83.9∠− 90◦ V that is in antiphase with the inductive load
voltage of VL = 84∠90◦ V, the resistive load voltage is al-
most equivalent to the applied voltage, i.e. VR = 108.5 V.
The power delivered by the system is mainly of real power
of Ps = 227.76 W and with a very small inductive power of
Qs = 6.04 VAr. The PF is corrected to 0.999 lagging. The
real and reactive powers of the load are Po = V
2
R
R =
108.52
56 =
210.2 W and Qo = V
2
L
X =
842
40 = 176.4. The power of ES
is mainly reactive with Qes = Qs −Qo = −170.36 VAr and
Pes = Ps − Po = 17.07 W. With the ES, the current is increased
to Is = 2.076 A and it is in phase with Vs . The results are in
good agreement with that obtained from (36) and (37).
3) Resistive Power Compensation: In this experiment, the
load is a resistive load of R = 55 Ω, which means that without
the ES, the power of the load is Po = 220 W. There are two
parts in this experiment. The first part is to make the ES a power
sink and to suppress the power delivered by the voltage source
to Ps = 180 W and the second part is to make the ES a power
source and to increase the power delivered by the voltage source
to Ps = 270 W.
In the first part, with ES controlling the power at Ps = 180 W,
the current flowing through the system is |Is | = Ps|Vs | = 1.636 A,
which makes the load power Po = 147.2 W. As Po < Ps , from
(19), the power and voltage of the ES can be derived as
{ |Ves |∠ϕV = |Vs | − |Is |R∠0 = 20.02∠0◦ V
Pes = |Is‖Ves | = 32.8 W.
(38)
In the second part, with ES controlling the power at Ps =
270 W, the current flowing through the system is |Is | = Ps|Vs | =
2.454 A, which makes the load power Po = 331.4 W. As Po >
Ps , from (20), the power and voltage of the ES can be derived
as
{ |Ves |∠ϕV = |Is |R− |Vs |∠π = 25∠180◦ V
Pes = |Is‖Ves | = −61.4 W.
(39)
Fig. 9(a)–(c) shows the captured waveforms and data of
the system with a resistive load of Z = 55 Ω for, respec-
tively, the operation without the ES and that with ES +ve real
power compensation. From Fig. 9(a), without the ES in oper-
ation, the voltage Vs is applied entirely on the load of which
Ps = Po = 220 W. From Fig. 9(b), with the ES applied for
positive compensation, the voltage source supplies a power of
Ps = 180 W. The applied voltage of the ES is measured as
Ves∠ϕV = 19.95∠0◦. From Fig. 9(c), with the ES applied for
negative compensation, the voltage source supplies a power
of Ps = 270 W. The applied voltage of the ES is measured
as Ves∠ϕV = 24.64∠180◦. The results are in good agreement
with that obtained from (38) and (39).
C. Part Two—Real and Reactive Power Compensations by the
ES in a Grid Absorbing/Delivering Complex Power
In part two, the experiments are conducted without any con-
straint on the power source being at unit PF, i.e., the grid provides
complex power.
1) Change of Reactive Power While Maintaining a Constant
Real Power: In part one, it can be observed that when the re-
active power compensations are performed for both capacitive
and reactive cases, the real power of the load is increased [refer
to Figs. 7(b) and 8(b)]. This is because when the reactive power
of the load is canceled, almost the entire voltage of the power
source will be applied to the resistive component of the load,
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Fig. 9. Captured waveforms and data of the system with resistive load R = 55 Ω (a) without the ES, (b) with ES of positive real power compensation, and (c)
with ES of negative real power compensation.
leading to an increase in its power dissipation. In this section, an
experiment is conducted to demonstrate that the change of reac-
tive power without any change of the real power is possible with
the ES. Here, the load used is an inductive plus resistive load of
Z = 56 + j40 = 68.8∠35.53◦ Ω, which is similar to that de-
scribed in Section IV-B2. Hence, without the ES, theoretically,
|Ss | = 175.87 VA, Ps = 143.13 W, and Qs = 102.2 VAr, and
the PF is 0.814 lagging. The experiment conducted here shall
validate that the change of PF to 0.7 and 0.9 while keeping the
real power constant is achievable with, respectively, the ES pro-
ducing inductive plus negative real power compensation and the
ES producing capacitive plus positive real power compensation.
With PF = 0.7 and that Ps = 143.13 W, the theoretical
value of the reactive power is Qs = 146.02 VAr. Thus, with
respect to the theoretical formulation given in Section III,
Qs1 = 102.2 VAr and Qs2 = 146.02 VAr. From (32) and (33),
the current and voltage of the load can be calculated as
|Is2 |∠θI2 =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
143.132 + 146.022
110
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠− arctan
(
146.02
143.13
)
= 1.859∠− 45.57◦A (40)
and
|Vo2 |∠θV 2 = 110 ·
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
143.132 + 146.022
143.132 + 102.22
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠
[
arctan
(
102.2
143.13
)
− arctan
(
146.02
143.13
)]
= 127.89∠− 10.04◦ V. (41)
From (29), the solution of Ves∠ϕV can be found as |Ves |∠ϕV =
27.4∠125.55◦ V.
With PF = 0.9 and that Ps = 143.13 W, the theoretical value
of the reactive power is Qs = 69.32 VAr. Thus, with respect
to the definition given in Section III-B3, Qs1 = 102.2 VAr and
Qs2 = 69.32 VAr. From (32) and (33), the current and voltage
of the load can be calculated as
Fig. 10. Captured waveforms and data of the system with an inductive plus
resistive load Z = 56 + j40 Ω (a) with the ES correcting the PF to 0.7 and (b)
with the ES correcting the PF to 0.9 both without the change of the real power.
(a) PF 0.7: inductive plus −ve real power compensation. (b) PF 0.9: capacitive
plus +ve real power compensation.
|Is2 |∠θI2 =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
143.132 + 69.322
110
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠− arctan
(
69.32
143.13
)
= 1.446∠− 25.84◦ A (42)
and
|Vo2 |∠θV 2 = 110 ·
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
143.132 + 69.322
143.132 + 102.22
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠
[
arctan
(
102.2
143.13
)
− arctan
(
69.32
143.13
)]
= 99.47∠9.69◦ V. (43)
From (29), the solution of Ves∠ϕV can be found as |Ves |∠ϕV =
20.57∠− 54.48◦ V.
Fig. 10(a) and (b) shows the captured waveforms and data
of the system for, respectively, the operation with the ES cor-
recting the PF to 0.7 and to 0.9 lagging. Recall that without
the ES [refer to Fig. 8(a)], the measured PF is 0.812 lag-
ging and Ps = Po = 142.75 W, Qs = Qo = 102.56 VAr, and
Ss = So = 175.78 VA. From Fig. 10(a), with the ES introduc-
ing a voltage Ves = 27.4∠− 54.45◦ V (obtained from calcula-
tion), the PF is reduced to 0.7 lagging, and the reactive power
is increased to Qs = 145.32 VAr, while the real power is kept
relatively constant at Ps = 142.61 W. Here, the current and
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voltage values are measured as Is = 1.8528 A, VL = 74.7 V,
VR = 97.4 V, and Vo = 127.4 V. The results are in good agree-
ment with that obtained from (40) and (41).
From Fig. 10(b), with the ES introducing a voltage Ves =
20.57∠− 54.48◦ V, the PF is increased to 0.9 lagging, and
the reactive power is decreased to Qs = 68.61 VAr, while the
real power is kept relatively constant at Ps = 142.61 W. Here,
the current and voltage values are measured as Is = 1.4388 A,
VL = 57.8 V, VR = 75.6 V, and Vo = 98.7 V. The results are in
good agreement with that obtained from (42) and (43).
2) Change of Reactive Power While Maintaining a Constant
Reactive Power: Conversely, a change in the real power of the
system by the ES through a pure resistive power compensation
will also decrease or increase the reactive power of the system
if the load consists of reactive components, i.e., if PF is not
unity. The objective of this experiment is to demonstrate that
the change of real power without any change of the reactive
power is also possible with the ES. The load used is a capaci-
tive plus resistive load of Z = 52− j38 = 64.4∠− 36.16◦ Ω,
which is similar to that described in Section IV-B1. Hence,
without the ES, theoretically, |Ss | = 187.9 VA, Ps = 151.7 W,
and Qs = −110.9 VAr, and the PF is 0.807 leading. Here, the
ES will change the PF to 0.7 and 0.9 by varying the real power
and keeping the reactive power constant with, respectively, a ca-
pacitive plus positive real power compensation and an inductive
plus negative real power compensation.
With PF = 0.7 and that Qs = −110.9 VAr, the theoretical
value of the real power is Ps = 108.7 W. Thus, with respect
to the definition given in Section III-B2, Ps1 = 151.7 W and
Ps2 = 108.7 W. From (30) and (31), the current and voltage of
the load can be calculated as
|Is2 |∠θI2 =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
108.72 + (−110.9)2
110
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠− arctan
(−110.9
108.7
)
= 1.412∠45.57◦A (44)
and
|Vo2 |∠θV 2 = 110 ·
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
108.72 + (−110.9)2
151.72 + (−110.9)2
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠
[
arctan
(−110.9
151.7
)
− arctan
(−110.9
108.7
)]
= 90.9∠9.40◦ V. (45)
From (29), the solution of Ves∠ϕV can be found as |Ves |∠ϕV =
25.17∠− 36.15◦ V.
With PF = 0.9 and that Qs = −110.9 VAr, the theoretical
value of the real power is Ps = 228.98 W. Thus, with respect to
the definition given in Section III, Ps1 = 151.7 W and Ps2 =
228.98 W. From (30) and (31), the current and voltage of the
load can be calculated as
Fig. 11. Captured waveforms and data of the system with a capacitive plus
resistive load Z = 52 − j38 Ω (a) with the ES correcting the PF to 0.7 and (b)
with the ES correcting the PF to 0.9 both without the change of reactive power.
(a) PF 0.7: capacitive plus +ve real power compensation. (b) PF 0.9: inductive
plus −ve real power compensation.
|Is2 |∠θI2 =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
228.982+(−110.9)2
110
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠− arctan
(−110.9
228.98
)
= 2.31∠25.84◦ A (46)
and
|Vo2 |∠θV 2 = 110 ·
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
228.982 + (−110.9)2
151.72 + (−110.9)2
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠
[
arctan
(−110.9
151.7
)
− arctan
(−110.9
228.98
)]
= 148.93∠− 10.33◦V. (47)
From (29), the solution of Ves∠ϕV can be found as |Ves |∠ϕV =
45.24∠143.82◦ V.
Fig. 11(a) and (b) shows the captured waveforms and data
of the system for, respectively, the operation with the ES cor-
recting the PF to 0.7 and to 0.9 leading. Recall that with-
out the ES [refer to 7(a)], the measured PF is 0.809 lead-
ing and Ps = Po = 151.02 W, Qs = Qo = −109.34 VAr, and
Ss = So = 186.45 VA. From Fig. 11(a), with the ES introduc-
ing a voltage Ves = 25.17∠− 36.15◦ V, the PF is reduced to
0.7 leading, and the real power is decreased to Ps = 107.62 W,
while the reactive power is kept relatively constant at Qs =
−109.02 VAr. Here, the current and voltage values are measured
as Is = 1.3938 A, VL = 53.2 V, VR = 72.9 V, and Vo = 90.3
V. The results are in good agreement with that obtained from
(44) and (45).
From Fig. 11(b), with the ES introducing a voltage Ves =
45.24∠− 36.18◦ V, the PF is increased to 0.9 leading, and the
real power is increased to Ps = 226.60 W, while the reactive
power is kept relatively constant at Qs = −109.34 VAr. Here,
the current and voltage values are measured as Is = 2.2918 A,
VL = 87.2 V, VR = 119.6 V, and Vo = 148 V. The results are
in good agreement with that obtained from (46) and (47).
3) Change of Both Reactive and Real Powers: For the final
experiment, the objective is to demonstrate that the controlled
change of both reactive and real powers can be performed con-
currently with the ES and to verify (28). Here, the load used is an
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Fig. 12. Captured waveforms and data of the system with an inductive plus
resistive load Z = 52 + j17 Ω (a) without the ES at PF = 0.95 lagging and
(b) with the ES performing complex power compensation correcting the PF to
0.875 leading.
inductive plus resistive load of Z = 52 + j17 = 54.7∠18.1◦ Ω.
Hence, without the ES, theoretically, |Ss | = 221.17 VA, Ps =
210.23 W, and Qs = 68.71 VAr, and the PF is 0.95 lagging.
The experiment conducted here shall validate that the change
of real power to 145 W and reactive power to −80 VAr, i.e.,
PF from lagging to specifically 0.875 leading is achievable with
the ES producing capacitive plus positive real power compen-
sation. With respect to the definition given in Section III-B1,
Ps1 = 210.23 W, Ps2 = 145 W, Qs1 = 68.71 VAr, and Qs2 =
−80 VAr.
From (26) and (28), the current and voltage of the load can
be calculated as
|Is2 |∠θI2 =
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
1452 + (−80)2
110
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠− arctan
(−80
145
)
= 1.505∠28.89◦ A (48)
and
|Vo2 |∠θV 2 = 110 ·
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
√
1452 + (−80)2
210.232 + 68.712
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∠
[
arctan
(
68.71
210.23
)
− arctan
(−80
145
)]
= 82.36∠46.99◦ V. (49)
From (29), the solution of Ves∠ϕV can be found as |Ves |∠ϕV =
80.77∠− 48.2◦ V.
Fig. 12(a) and (b) shows the captured waveforms and data
of the system for, respectively, the operation without the ES
(PF = 0.95 lagging) and with the ES (PF = 0.875 leading).
From Fig. 12(a), without the ES in operation, the voltage Vs is
applied entirely on the load where the current Is = 2.0048 A
lags Vs . The voltage across the inductive component of the load
is VL = 34.07 V and the resistive component is VR = 100.4 V.
The reactive, real, and complex powers delivered by the power
source (equivalently the power of the load) are, respectively,
Ps = Po = 209.33 W, Qs = Qo = 68.65 VAr, and Ss = So =
220.3 VA. The PF is 0.95 lagging. This is similar to what was
obtained in the calculation.
TABLE II
CORE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ESS AND SSSCS
Electric Springs SSSC
Input voltage control for non-critical load; Output voltage control
Output voltage control for critical load
Distribution level Transmission level
Distributed Centralized
Transformer optional Transformed needed
Inherent balance of power supply and demand —-
Embedded in electric appliance Separate equipment
From Fig. 12(b), with the ES introducing a voltage of
Ves = 80.77∠− 48.2◦ V, the PF is changed to 0.875 lead-
ing, where the reactive power is changed to Qs = −80.72 VAr
and the real power is changed to Ps = 145.95 W. Here, the
current and voltage values are measured as Is = 1.5169 A,
VL = 26.01 V, VR = 77.1 V, and Vo = 83.8 V. The results are
in good agreement with that obtained from (42) and (43).
V. FINAL REMARKS
One may find that the operating mechanism of the ES re-
sembles that of a static synchronous series compensator (SSSC)
[21]. The SSSC is a single centralized-controlled equipment tar-
geted at the transmission level and their control is to regulate
the output voltage. The ES, on the other hand, is targeted at uti-
lization level. The ES can be embedded in electric appliances of
which each of them acts on their own in tackling voltage insta-
bility and are adaptive to the power grid. The control objective
is the input voltage where the output voltage is allowed to fluc-
tuate in the case of noncritical loads. For critical loads, the ES is
controlled to regulate the output voltage, which is similar to that
of the SSSC. When massively distributed over the power grid,
they could provide highly distributed and robust support for the
smart grid. Another major difference is that SSSC requires an
output coupling transformer as they work at very high voltage.
The ES discussed is at utilization voltage level. Additionally, the
ES may be working at a partial portion of the voltage and not
the full range of voltage. For example, if the power grid varies
from 90 to 130 V of which the nominal is 110 V, an ES with
±20 V output connected in series with a resistive load would
be sufficient to regulate a critical load at 110 V throughout the
power grid fluctuation. So, having a coupling transformer would
be optional. The core differences between the ES and the SSSC
are given in Table II.
Furthermore, by comparing ES with existing energy stor-
age systems that also involve bidirectional converters and en-
ergy storage devices (but typically in parallel connection with
the grid), the following differences are noted. For bidirectional
converter-based energy storage devices, like the battery storage
systems, they are typically a single large specialized system for
the specific function of absorbing or releasing power from the
grid to balance the power supply and demand. Connected in par-
allel with other loads, such energy storage systems are power
buffers that will handle all the excess or shortfall powers of the
power grid. In the case of the ES, being in series with the load,
the power in which the ES handles will be a proportion of the
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load with respect to the applied voltage of the ES. Additionally,
by controlling the voltage applied to the load v
2
o
R , the ES can
directly increase or decrease the load demand without actually
requiring to store or release real power. In this sense, power
demand and supply are balanced through demand response (in-
creasing or decreasing the power demand of noncritical load,
e.g., heater, etc.) and not solely relying on the ES to perform real
power compensation in sinking or sourcing the power supply.
Hence, the required energy storage in ES is relatively smaller as
compared to the conventional case of simply using energy stor-
age for balancing demand and supply. Moreover, the application
of the ES is targeted at electrical appliances and at a massive
widely distributed scale. In terms of reliability and redundancy,
the failure of a single ES will not cause a catastrophic failure of
the whole power grid.
VI. CONCLUSION
A general analysis on the steady-state behavior of the ES for
different active and/or reactive power compensations of an ac
power system is provided. Mathematical derivations supporting
the theoretical framework of the concept and various control
equations of the ES for the various possible types of power
compensation are given. It is illustrated that for a typical load of
resistive, inductive, or capacitive nature, there are eight possible
types of power (voltage) compensation which the ES can sup-
port. Experimental results are in good agreement with the theo-
retical analysis and derivations. This is the first detailed analysis
covering the fundamental principles and operating modes of the
ESs. It lays down the theoretical platform for future exploration
of the application potential of ESs. Based on the operating modes
verified in this paper, the ESs have the application potential for
voltage regulation of the load, improving power quality of the
system and/or the load, frequency stabilization of power grid
through real power control of a network of ESs, and for the
purpose of handling unpredictable load demands.
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